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12 Orofacial Cutaneous Function in Speech Motor Control and Learning

TAKAYUKI ITO

12.1 Introduction

Cutaneous afferents in the skin are known to be a source for kinesthetic information (sense of motion) in motor control (McCloskey 1978; Proske and Gandevia 2009). Because the skin deforms in various ways for a given movement, cutaneous afferents associated with skin deformation related to motion can provide kinesthetic information of the corresponding movement in sensorimotor control processing. However, the prevailing view is that kinesthetic information comes largely from proprioceptors and accordingly attention to cutaneous afferents has been more limited (Proske and Gandevia 2009). Indeed most of the literature on cutaneous receptors focuses on their role in pain, thermal sensation, and touch, rather than on kinesthesia or sensation of motion (McCloskey and Reilly 2010).

Given that cutaneous mechanoreceptors are relatively dense in the facial skin as well as the skin over the hand (comparable to the skin over the trunk and limb system) (Halata and Munger 1983, Munger and Halata 1983), somatosensory signals arising from cutaneous afferents in the facial skin can play a crucial role in speech motor control compared with the other skeletal system, such as the limb system (Connor and Abbs 1998; Ito and Gomi 2007; Ito and Ostry 2010; Johansson et al. 1986a). In addition, they are potentially valuable in understanding the kinesthetic role of cutaneous information because many orofacial structures, and notably the perioral system, lack muscle proprioceptors (Folkins and Larson 1978; Stal et al. 1987, 1990) and cannot make up for this through visual input for control of articulatory motion. For these reasons, the face represents a model system for examining the kinesthetic role of cutaneous afferents. Knowing the functional role of facial skin deformation can thus offer a new way of understanding orofacial somatosensory function in speech processing.

This chapter focuses on the kinesthetic role of orofacial cutaneous afferents in speech processing and how somatosensory signals arising from cutaneous afferents in the facial skin contribute to speech motor control and learning. Section 12.2 summarizes anatomical and physiological foundations in the facial proprioceptive system in comparison with limb proprioception and addresses the importance of cutaneous afferents in facial motor control. Section 12.3 describes the neural activity of orofacial cutaneous afferents in speech motor control based on physiological studies using microelectrode recording. Sections 12.4 and 12.5 describe the functional role of cutaneous afferents in speech motor control and learning in terms of kinesthetic function. Section 12.6 considers the contribution of the somatosensory system to the processing of speech sounds from the aspect of orofacial cutaneous function. Together these sections link concepts of orofacial cutaneous afferents and provide a basis for the kinesthetic role of orofacial cutaneous afferents in speech processing.

12.2 Anatomical and physiological foundations of the orofacial somatosensory system

The sensory organs for proprioception have been primarily investigated for the limb skeletal system. There has been limited attention directed to orofacial proprioception including cutaneous mechanoreceptors. Indeed, common understanding to date is that muscle proprioceptors (muscle spindles and tendon organs) are the main source for the sense of motion needed for motor control of the various skeletal systems. Given strong evidence of the importance of muscle spindles and tendon system for the sense of motion, the following questions arise: Does the orofacial system behave in the same way as limb proprioception? Are muscle proprioceptors the main source of kinesthetic information in speech motor control? To facilitate comparison with the orofacial system, we begin addressing these questions by introducing the basic physiological function of muscle proprioceptors associated with reflex. The overall aim of this section is to describe specifics of orofacial proprioception based on the current findings.

12.2.1 Orofacial muscle proprioceptors

Muscle proprioceptors (muscle spindles and tendon organs) are sensory organs in muscles that provide the sense of motion (McCloskey 1978; Proske and Gandevia 2009). Muscle spindles are the mechanoreceptors in muscles that detect a change of muscle contraction (or stretch). The role of muscle spindles in sensorimotor control can be seen in various reflexes. A representative example is the stretch reflex that maintains the same limb posture when the limb is suddenly flexed or extended due to external disturbance (Masden, Merton, and Morton 1972). Muscle length change due to sudden stretch is coded in the discharge of muscle spindles as motor error. Since spindle afferents monosynaptically connect to motor neurons in the spinal cord, the motor error signal arising from muscle spindles directly drives compensatory activation in the motor neurons. This additional discharge in the motor neurons results in a contraction of the stretched muscle to maintain the
same muscle length. Because its functional and neural characteristics have been well investigated, the stretch reflex is an effective means to assess muscle spindle function for scientific hypothesis testing or clinical diagnosis. Physiological characteristics of muscle spindles are also exemplified by the tonic vibration reflex (TVR). TVR induces additional muscle contraction (increasing generated force) when vibratory stimulation is applied to a muscle or tendon. Vibratory stimulation of a muscle stimulates muscle spindles in the absence of an obvious muscle stretch. Another representative proprioceptor is the tendon organs that connect skeletal muscle to bone. Tendon organs are known to provide information of muscle tension force in order to protect muscles from excessively heavy loads. Like muscle spindles, the reflex called the tendon reflex illustrates a kinesthetic function of tendon organs. The tendon stretch reflex is commonly elicited in clinical examinations by tapping the tendon with a rubber hammer. Interestingly, vibratory stimulation to the tendon organs causes an illusionary perceptual sensation, that is, the feeling that the stimulated muscle is being stretched (Goodwin, McCloskey, and Matthews 1972). This illusory sensation is used as a mean to investigate muscle proprioceptive function in motion (Cordo et al. 1990).

The fundamental functions of muscle proprioceptors including reflex function have been examined in the orofacial system to determine whether proprioceptive function in the orofacial system is the same as in the limb system. In the speech articulatory system, the lip, tongue and jaw are the main articulators to determine the specific vocal tract shape for the production of vowels and consonants. Here we discuss muscle proprioceptors of the lip and jaw mainly because the lip and jaw motion are always accompanied by facial skin deformation.

Lip motion is achieved by a combination of multiple muscle contractions (orbicularis oris superior and inferior, buccinator, risorius, major and minor zygomaticus, depressor anguli oris, levator labii superior and inferior, mentalis). Each muscle works separately or together for specific lip motion (O'Dwyer et al. 1981). For example, orbicularis oris superior and inferior predominantly control lip protrusion and rounding. Unlike the other skeletal muscles, lip motion is the result of adding the directional forces from a combination of several muscle contractions. Hence no skeletal movement is involved in lip motion.

Several studies have attempted to assess whether lip muscles have muscle proprioceptors. Anatomical studies (Stal et al. 1987, 1990) showed no evidence of muscle spindles in several lip muscles: orbicularis oris, buccinator, major and minor zygomaticus. Nelson et al. (1979) approached physiologically the existence of muscle spindles by examining the stretch reflex. They stretched the lip in a variety of ways to make sudden muscle stretches and recorded electromyography from most lip muscles (orbicularis oris, major zygomaticus, levator labii inferior, depressor anguli oris, depressor labii inferioris, mentalis, and buccinator). No evidence of stretch reflex was observed, suggesting an absence of muscle spindles. Folkins and Larson (1978) examined tonic vibration reflex, that is, the other typical reflex driven by muscles spindles. When vibratory stimulation was applied to the lip, no additional force was found in measurement of the lip force using a force transducer, consistent with the absence of muscle spindles.

In addition to the lack of muscle spindles, there is no report of tendon organs in the lip muscles. Since the lip is not a system for generating skeletal motion like the limb system, one end of the muscle or its entire body does not connect to the skull or mandible bone directly. Rather, the lip muscles are intermingled with each other to make a connection (McClean and Smith 1982). In particular, multiple lip muscles are concentrated at the corners of the mouth. These anatomical and physiological findings provide no evidence for muscle proprioceptors in lip muscles, and in fact suggest their absence and the need for an alternative source of proprioceptive information for lip movement.

The jaw is a system similar to the limb system in that muscle contraction generates skeletal motion. But one difference from the limb system is that the jaw has asymmetrical requirements for force generation between opening and closing motions, whereas the limb system has approximately symmetrical requirements for flexion and extension movement. Jaw closing requires precise force control with a large force for mastication of a variety of foods, but relatively imprecise control with much less force is sufficient for jaw opening. This asymmetrical functional requirement may directly be seen in the configuration of muscle proprioceptors. Jaw closing muscles, particularly the masseter and temporalis, have rich muscle spindles, although there is a relatively smaller number of spindles in lateral pterygoid (Kubo and Masegi 1977). Moreover, the muscle spindles in the masseter are larger and more complex than in limb muscles (Eriksson, Butler-Browne, and Thornell 1994). This might be due to the precise control needed for mastication.

Muscle spindles in the jaw closing muscles typically show the same reflexes driven by muscle proprioceptors as the limb muscles. They include stretch reflexes called the jaw-jerk reflex (Lund et al. 1983; Miles, Flavel, and Nordstrom 2004) and the tonic vibration reflex (Eklund and Hagbarth 1966). These reflexes suggest that muscle spindles in the jaw closing muscles play a role in providing kinesthetic information like those in the limb system as servo control mechanisms shown in Lamarr and Lund (1975). On the other hand, spindles may not be essential source of sensory information during jaw opening because muscle spindles are rarely present in jaw opening muscles (digastricus, mylohyoid, geniohyoid, and lateral pterygoid). Lennartsson (1979) found only a few muscle spindles in digastricus, but not in all muscles that were investigated in this study or in all individuals. They concluded that the muscle spindles in jaw opening muscles are not an essential source of sensory input. The tonic stretch reflex was also examined in the digastricus muscles. The muscle response changed, depending on motor parameters such as joint torque and jaw orientation, despite the fact that there are few or no muscle spindles in these jaw opening muscles (Ostry et al. 1997). This suggests that there must be an alternative source of proprioceptive inputs other than muscle spindles for jaw opening.

The proprioception of the tongue muscles is not yet well studied, however it might also have different characteristics from the proprioceptors in the limb system, which is described in textbooks. In the extrinsic tongue muscle (e.g., the genioglossus), proprioceptive informations seems to be available from muscle spindles that have been found (Cooper 1953). However, like the muscles of the lips,
tongue extrinsic muscles do not show any evidence of a stretch reflex (Neilson et al. 1979), suggesting that muscle spindles in the tongue may not work in the same way as in the limb systems. Different from the lip muscles, tongue extrinsic muscles are connected to the mandibular symphysis by the short tendon (Takano and Honda 2007), although its sensory function is not known yet.

To summarize, current anatomical and physiological evidence shows that the orofacial system is not the same as the limb system with respect to sensing motion. In particular, a paucity of muscle proprioceptors in perioral muscles strongly suggests the contribution of some other source of proprioceptive inputs, such as cutaneous afferents.

### 12.2.2 Orofacial skin receptors

Cutaneous mechanoreceptors are relatively densely innervated in facial skin compared to skin over other parts of the body (Halata and Munger 1983; Munger and Halata 1983), and the corners of the mouth is the most densely innervated area in the face (Johansson et al. 1988a; Nordin and Hagbarth 1989). Like the skin on the palm of one's hand, the oral and perioral regions have outstanding tactile spatial acuity as determined by two-point discrimination task (Weinstein 1968). In fact, there is an anatomical difference between facial skin and the skin over other parts of the body. In general knowledge of skin receptors, there are several types of mechanoreceptors – Ruffini corpuscles, Meissner corpuscles, Merkes disk receptors, and Pacini corpuscles, hair follicle fibers, and free nerve endings. Interestingly, the Pacini corpuscles, which are well represented in the fingertips and the palm of the hand where they are responsible for detection of high-frequency vibrations, are absent in the facial skin. In microelectrode recording of cutaneous afferents of peri- and intra-oral tissue, no afferents show response properties similar to typical Pacinian-corpuscle afferents (Johansson et al. 1988b). This is supported by physiological tests using vibro-tactile stimulation showing that Pacinian-type frequency sensitivity is absent in the face (Barlow 1967). However, it is not clear yet how the lack of Pacini corpuscles in facial skin affects facial skin sensory processes including the sense of motion. Whereas there is anatomical difference from the skin over other parts of the body, facial cutaneous afferents are similar to the afferent types described in the human hand in terms of the rate of adaptation to constant or static stimulation (Trulson and Johansson 2002). These consist with three types of afferents: fast adapting, and slowly adapting (Type I and Type II) afferents. In the facial skin and the transitional zone of the lip, a majority of the afferents are slowly adapting (Johansson et al. 1988b).

Sensory inputs arising from facial cutaneous mechanoreceptors are conveyed through the trigeminal nerve. The trigeminal nerve has three major branches: the ophthalmic nerve, the maxillary (or infraorbital) nerve, and the mandibular nerve. These branches innervate separate facial areas. Roughly, the ophthalmic nerve is for the upper part of the face: the scalp, forehead, upper eyelid, and nose. The maxillary nerves are for the middle part of the face: cheek, lower eyelid, and upper lip. The mandibular nerve is for the lower part of the face: the lower lip and jaw.

The ophthalmic and maxillary nerves are purely sensory. The mandibular nerve has both sensory and motor functions. Since the maxillary nerve and the mandibular nerve are mostly involved in the sense of speech motion, only the cutaneous afferents arising from these two nerves are discussed in this chapter.

The mandibular nerve controls motor function in the jaw muscles. The fact that this one nerve has both motor and sensory function is similar to the nerves that innervate limb muscles. The similarity between jaw closing muscles and limb muscles is reflected in the fact that the stretch reflex, which is transmitted via monosynaptic loop in the skeletal muscles. As noted above, though, this reflex is evident only in the jaw closing muscles.

Different from the jaw closing muscles, two physically separate nerves, the facial nerve and trigeminal nerve, innervate the lip region for motor function and for sensory function respectively. These two nerves originate from separate nuclei in the spinal cord, suggesting a lack of monosynaptic connection from sensory afferents to motor neurons. The lack of monosynaptic connection is also consistent with the lack of spindle-like receptors or function in the perioral system.

Orofacial cutaneous afferents are polysynaptically connected to the facial motor system in the subcortical level. A typical example is perioral reflex seen in one of the lip muscles (orbicularis oris). Brief tapping on the lip is a common method to evoke the perioral reflex (Braatz 1979). Stretching the lip lateral to the oral angle also induces the reflex in the lip muscles (Ito and Gomi 2007; Larson et al. 1978; McLean and Smith 1982). The latency of the perioral reflex (approximately 16ms; McLean and Clay 1994; Smith et al. 1985b) is approximately twice as long as the jaw-jerk reflex (approximately 8ms; Murray and Kleineberg 1984). Given that the jaw-jerk reflex is driven via monosynaptic loop, the approximately doubled period indicates over the same travel distance indicates that the perioral reflex spends more time due to going through multiple neural connections.

The function of the perioral reflex in orofacial motor control is still controversial. The amplitude of the perioral reflex is slightly suppressed prior to speech production (McLean and Clay 1994), but not during sustained phonation (Smith et al. 1985b). The effect of cutaneous afferents arising from the lip (or sensory nerve of the lip) is not limited only to the orbicularis oris. Afferent stimulation of the lip or electrical stimulation to orofacial tactile nerves induces inhibitory responses in jaw closing muscles (Di Francesco, Naidone, and Scheiopatti 1986; Okdeh, Lyons, and Cadden 1999). Stretching the facial skin lateral to the oral angle also induces a similar inhibitory response in the jaw closing muscle (Ito and Ostery 2010). This indicates a neural connection of facial cutaneous afferents to the motor system of two main articulators in the subcortical level.

### 12.3 Cutaneous activation in facial motion

Lip and jaw motion is normally accompanied by facial skin deformation, which occurs broadly in the overall lower facial area in several tasks: lip protrusion, chewing, and speaking (Connor and Abbs 1998). The range of skin strain in
response to lower lip motion is greater than the threshold of skin strain in cutaneous mechanoreceptors (a minimal strain sensitivity of 0.032 is reported in Edin 1992). Facial skin deformation during various movement tasks was of sufficient magnitude to elicit discharge from cutaneous mechanoreceptors. In addition, displacement of the lower lip can be estimated from the amount of skin stretch in the lower facial area. Displacement of facial skin deformation during speech motion can also be used to estimate corresponding tongue motion and speech acoustics (Vatikiotis-Bateson et al. 1999; Yehia, Rubin, and Vatikiotis-Bateson 1998).

Actual activation of facial cutaneous mechanoreceptors during motion has been observed in microelectrode recordings of facial sensory nerve. Cutaneous mechanoreceptors show biphasic activity prior to the production of the explosive sounds /p/ or /b/ (Johansson et al. 1988a). The first phase of the biphasic activation corresponds to the lip closing motion in a bilateral articulation. The second phase relates to the air pressure build up for explosive sounds. This activation has been observed in the cutaneous afferents that have their receptive fields close to the corners of the mouth. Cutaneous mechanoreceptors from the corners of the mouth also discharge during lip protrusion in non-speech tasks (Nordin and Thomander 1989). In chewing, discharge of cutaneous mechanoreceptors shows a biphasic discharge per one jaw cycle; the equivalent of a single jaw opening and closing motion (Johansson et al. 1988a; Nordin and Thomander 1989). Externally applied skin stretch, in the absence of actual speech articulator motion, also induces similar cutaneous activation (Nordin and Hagbarth 1989; Nordin and Thomander 1989). When the skin above the upper lip is stretched in the lateral direction by pulling an adhesive tape attached outside the receptive field, a dynamic on and off discharge is clearly induced. Static deformation induces less discharge.

Detailed kinesthetic characteristics of cutaneous discharge pattern associated with motion-related skin deformation have been examined in limb studies. Finger skeletal motion is relatively easier to map onto nerve activation associated with skin deformation than facial motion. Cutaneous mechanoreceptors in the dorsal skin of the hand discharge due to flexion and extension of the finger (Edin and Abbs 1991). Directional responses to these joint movements have been seen in the response of the cutaneous mechanoreceptors, which have the characteristic of slowly adapting to continuous stimulation. Flexion motion induces greater activity in slowly adapting mechanoreceptors than extension motion. Velocity sensitivity has also been examined in the finger extensor muscles (extensor digitorum). In a recording of slowly adapting mechanoreceptors and muscle spindles, discharge patterns of both types of receptors was proportional to velocity of ramp flexion movements (Grill and Hallett 1995). This finding is consistent even with a wider area of skin deformation during motion. The response of slowly adapting cutaneous afferents in the thigh reveals both dynamic and static aspects of knee joint movements (Edin 2001). The same group of slowly adapting units also discharge due to manually applied skin stretch. These results suggest peripheral cutaneous mechanoreceptors in response to motion-related skin deformation effectively encodes direction and velocity information.

In addition to peripheral neural responses, cortical responses associated with facial mechanoreceptors have also been studied in direct cortical recording in an awake monkey. Skin deformation in an arm movement task generated tactile activity in primary somatosensory cortex (Cohen, Prud’homme, and Kalaska 1994; Prud’homme, Cohen, and Kalaska 1994). This indicates that skin strain due to motion induces the discharge of cutaneous afferents that is similar to other stimulation-related activation patterns (microelectrode recording). Activity in primary somatosensory cortex supports the idea that cutaneous afferents play a kinesthetic role in motor control.

Further quantitative analysis using a different type of cutaneous stimulation to facial skin have provided more understanding of how tactile information is decoded during cortical processing. Brush stimuli applied to the facial and finger hairy skins induce direction-dependent activation patterns in microelectrode recording of cutaneous afferents (Edin et al. 1995). Brush stimulation in the same direction shows a consistent spatial pattern of cutaneous activation and the stimulation in another direction shows a different consistent pattern. However, a consistent pattern of activation may not be used to detect motion information such as direction and velocity, since it is necessary to process the activation in the temporal domain in order to obtain velocity information, but not in the special domain as observed in here. Instead of special pattern consistency, it is likely that velocity and direction information from a moving tactile stimulus is coded by the mean firing rate in the population of excited mechanoreceptors (Essick and Edin 1995).

Facial cutaneous mechanoreceptors respond to motion of the skin the same way as other cutaneous mechanoreceptors respond to motion in the finger and arm. Since the activation patterns of cutaneous afferents register dynamical characteristics of movement, the cutaneous mechanoreceptors can code the kinesthetic information needed for motor control. The skin at the corners of the mouth may be especially important to motor control because cutaneous mechanoreceptors are the most densely innervated there and show activation in response to movement of the speech articulators. This idea is further discussed in the following section.

### 12.4 Cutaneous contribution in speech motor control

The kinesthetic role of cutaneous mechanoreceptors in the speech motor system has been assessed in a study that investigated the compensatory speech adjustments (Ito and Gomi 2007). The quick compensatory response examined was that of the upper lip motion during the production of the bilabial fricative consonant /p/. Precise lip constriction is required in bilabial fricative consonants to achieve the production of fricative noise. When jaw position is unexpectedly shifted downward by an external force disturbing lip constriction, the upper lip quickly compensates...
by an additional downward shift in order to achieve an intact labial aperture (Gomi et al. 2002). This quick compensatory motion is driven by two mechanisms in sequence. A mechanical component due to muscle linkage (Gomi et al. 2002, Ito, Gomi, and Honda 2004) works for the initial phase and a transcortical reflex works for the following phase (Ito, Kimura, and Gomi 2005). While the mechanical component due to muscle linkage is planned in advance for the motion, the transcortical reflex is driven by sensory error signals due to the sudden position change of the jaw (or the lower lip). Although muscle spindles are rich in the jaw closing muscles, if orofacial cutaneous mechanoreceptors contribute to providing motion information for the jaw together with muscle spindles, the compensatory reflex should be induced by orofacial skin deformation associated with the jaw motion in the absence of actual jaw position change. To test this hypothesis, Ito and Gomi (2007) disrupted participants’ production of the bilabial fricative by pulling the skin lateral to the oral angle downward while jaw position was held constant. As expected, the compensatory reflex was induced. The compensatory reflex of the upper lip in response to facial skin stretch suggests that cutaneous mechanoreceptors can provide sensory error signals that are associated with jaw motion. In this way, we find that orofacial cutaneous afferents contribute directly to speech motor control.

Although deformation of the facial skin is more or less distributed in the broad area of the lower face during speech motion (Connor and Abrams 1998), cutaneous mechanoreceptors in the skin lateral to the oral angle might be predominantly responsible for the detection of speech articulatory motion. This idea has already been suggested in the previously mentioned physiological observations of neural recording that cutaneous mechanoreceptors lateral to the oral angle are activated in jaw movement (Johansson et al. 1988a) and the area around the oral angle is the most densely innervated (Johansson et al. 1988b; Nordin and Hagbarth 1989). To test this idea, the facial skin stretch perturbations were applied at several sites other than lateral to the oral angle and the area of the facial skin predominantly involved in lip compensatory reflex was examined (Ito and Gomi 2007). There was no evidence for induction of the compensatory reflex in the facial skin except that lateral to the oral angles. This indicates that the skin stretch lateral to the oral angle plays a predominant role in detecting jaw movement. The facial skin stimulation to the same area also modifies the lip motion over the course of training and the perception of speech sounds, both of which are discussed in the following sections. Taken together these suggest the mechanoreceptors may be narrowly tuned in the facial skin lateral to the oral angle to detect lip and jaw articulatory motion.

Kinesthetic contribution of cutaneous mechanoreceptors is also apparent in limb studies. These studies have examined how the stimulation associated with skin deformation induces sensations of limb location and motion. Skin stretch is carefully applied without producing any position change in the manipulated limb. In the index finger, when skin strain patterns that are usually associated with finger flexion or extension were applied in the absence of passive position change, the movement-related skin strains were correctly perceived as flexion or extension motion depending on the pattern of skin stretch even when both skin and deeper tissues were anesthetized (Edin and Johansson 1995). Other examples of the skin stretch effect were seen in movement illusions due to tendon vibratory stimulation. When vibratory stimulation are applied at the wrist, where there are tendon organs for finger muscles, without producing actual finger flexion we nonetheless feel the sensation that the finger is gradually being flexed. When the same tendon vibration is applied in combination with a stretch of finger skin, we feel a greater sensation of motion than the case of tendon vibration alone (Collins, Redshauge, and Gandevia 2000). This illusionary effect is not limited to the finger but is also observed in the forearm and leg (Collins et al. 2005). These results suggest that stretching the skin can cause motion-related sensation and that cutaneous mechanoreceptors provide the information of motion.

Skin stretch stimulation is presumably limited to activation of cutaneous mechanoreceptors, particularly in the facial system. Supportive evidences have been examined by observing the effect on the jaw muscle spindles. Jaw muscle spindles are known to be sensitive to muscle length change because the jaw-jerk reflex has been readily induced using percutaneous indentation as small as 1 mm to the masseter (Smith, Moore, and Pratt 1985). There is however no excitatory reflex when the percutaneous stimulus is delivered in a motion parallel to the skin surface on the masseter exactly above the location where the jaw-jerk reflex can be induced by indentation. Similarly the skin stretch lateral to the oral angle does not show any indication of the jaw-jerk reflex; rather it shows an inhibitory reflex that is generally induced by facial cutaneous stimulation, such as air puff or electrical stimulation (Ito and Ostry 2010). This suggests skin stretch stimulation affects only cutaneous mechanoreceptors and not muscle spindle activation.

Electrical stimulation is an alternative method for stimulating cutaneous mechanoreceptors. Electrical stimulation to spindle afferent nerves produces an illusory sensation of movement and distorts their position in the absence of overt movement (Gandevia 1985). Likewise, electrical stimulation to the cutaneous sensory afferents induces motion illusions (Collins and Prochazka 1996). However, the sensation of motion due to electrical stimulation is less than that of stretching the skin. Thus, stretching the skin may be a more effective tool for investigating the kinesthetic role of cutaneous mechanoreceptors than electrical stimulation.

In addition to studies on skin stretching, the contribution of facial cutaneous mechanoreceptors in speech motor control is also apparent in studies that deliver mechanical perturbations to the lip. Given that lip muscles lack muscle spindles, if mechanical error information is transmitted then it must be transmitted through orofacial cutaneous afferents. In Gracco and Abrams (1985), mechanical perturbation of the skin resulted in intact lip closure and accurate production of the plosive sound. Although cutaneous afferents presumably play a predominant role in detecting motor error due to mechanical lip perturbation, the contribution of muscle spindle in the jaw closing muscles cannot be ruled out because the jaw is also involved in producing lower lip position. To rule out such contributions, Shainman and Gracco produced lower lip position. To rule out such contributions, Shainman and Gracco
12.5 Orofacial cutaneous contribution to speech learning

Just like acoustic information, somatosensory information is important to speech motor learning. Tremblay, Shiller, and Ostry (2003) showed that motor errors due to external force were corrected over the course of training independent of speech sounds. For the production of a high-low vowel sequence /i/-/a/, the jaw trajectory shows an almost straight line in normal production. Tremblay et al. applied a velocity-dependent perturbation force perpendicular to the movement direction with amplitude proportional to the velocity of motion during production of the /i/-/a/ sequence in a speech motor learning task. At the beginning of training, the jaw trajectory followed a curved line in the protrusion direction because the perturbation force peaked at the mid-point of jaw opening. After a number of repetitions with the jaw perturbation, the jaw trajectory eventually returned to the original approximately straight line. Since the produced vowel sounds did not change over the course of the adaptive motion change, the results suggest that motor error correction works independently of acoustic output. This conclusion is further supported by work with profoundly deaf patients, who show the same adaptive change in motion even when their cochlear implants were off (Nasir and Ostry 2009). Together these studies suggest that somatosensory goals are set independently of acoustic goals to some extent.

Some individuals even seem to rely more heavily on somatosensory than auditory feedback during speech production (Lametti, Nasir, and Ostry 2012). When the jaw perturbation mentioned above is applied together with altered auditory feedback, individuals adapt to either just one or both sensory modalities. Interestingly some individuals preferentially adjusted to somatosensory modulation alone, ignoring audition.

Whereas jaw perturbation studies demonstrate the crucial role of somatosensory function in speech motor learning, they are unable to dissociate the contribution of cutaneous from proprioceptive receptors because jaw motion, uniquely in the orofacial system, also relies on the contribution of muscle proprioceptors. Given that muscle and joint receptors are absent in perioral muscles, the face represents a model system for examining the role of cutaneous afferents in motor learning.

As might be expected, deforming the facial skin over the course of training induces motor adaptive change in speech production. Ito and Ostry (2010) applied gentle facial skin stretch in a regular adaptation paradigm using a speech production task. For the production of /w/ in “wood,” in which the lips are required to protrude more than for the production of the following /u/ vowel, robotic devices gently stretched the facial skin lateral to the oral angle and backward in the periods just before the onset of the target speech gesture. When the amplitude of upper lip protrusion was tracked over the course of training, the findings were that upper lip protrusion was gradually increased over the course of the training. This change was maintained as an after-effect in the trials that followed facial skin deformation. As with the other speech motor learning studies (Nasir and Ostry 2008; Tremblay, Houle, and Ostry 2008; Tremblay et al. 2003), the somatosensory learning process did not affect the acoustic output.

Progressively increasing lip protrusion in response to skin stretch is in contrast to the studies of motor learning that have used jaw motion perturbation (Nasir and Ostry 2008; Tremblay et al. 2008, 2003) in that facial skin stretch was applied in a direction opposite to the upcoming movement. It could be that the opposing stimulus resulted in sensory input that led the nervous system to underestimate lip position. Consequently, the actual motion may have been consistently evaluated as smaller than the intended one, and motor commands may have been updated to progressively yield larger movement.

Separate from the adaptive change of lip protrusion, the Ito and Ostry (2010) study also showed a compensatory response due to backward skin stretch. In order to overcome a backward skin stretch, the lip has to be driven with greater force than usual to attain the same lip protrusion target. Since the skin stretch perturbation was removed before the production of the target /w/, the greater compensatory force simply resulted in greater lip protrusion than usual. This compensatory lip protrusion was evident at the beginning and end of training. In the first trial of training, the amplitude of lip protrusion was suddenly increased by some amount. This same increase in rate of lip protrusion was also observed when the skin stretch was removed in the first trial after training, and the gradual adaptive increase over the training remained.

The findings of initial change and after-effects suggest that the online compensatory process might be driven separately in any adaptation process.
Results from these studies indicate that somatosensory inputs arising from facial skin deformation and jaw perturbation contribute to speech motor learning. The findings document the involvement of cutaneous afferent information in motor learning in the orofacial system. The progressive increase due to somatosensory error suggests that the nervous system produces motor commands with the expectation that sensory input correctly signals kinematic error.

12.6 Somatosensory function in speech perception

Speech perception is not the simple processing of auditory signals, but a complicated process involving the integration of multiple sensory inputs. For example, visual information from a speaker’s face can enhance or interfere with accurate auditory perception. In a noisy environment, looking at a talker’s face greatly improves the perception of speech sounds (Sumby and Pollack 1954). In the McGurk effect (McGurk and MacDonald 1976), when the auditory component of one sound (e.g., /ba/) is paired with the visual component of another sound (e.g., /ga/), a third sound can be perceived (e.g., /da/). Besides visual inputs, interactions between auditory and somatosensory information may be relevant to the neural processing of speech, since speech processes and certainly speech production involve auditory information as well as inputs that arise from the muscles and tissues of the vocal tract.

This idea is addressed from a somatosensory aspect using facial skin stretch. When the facial skin is stretched while people listen to words in the absence of any volitional speech motion, it alters the sounds they hear (Ito et al. 2009). For example, in Ito et al. (2009), listeners made a forced-choice identification of the words “hand” or “had” when one of 10 possibilities on a continuum between “hand” and “had” was presented. During this identification task, the skin lateral to the oral angles was pulled either upward, downward, or backward. Systematic perceptual variation was induced, which depended on the direction of skin stretch. When the skin was pulled upward, the sound was identified as “hand” more than “had.” This tendency was reversed when the skin was pulled downward. There was no evidence for perceptual change when the skin was pulled backward. Considering that difference of articulatory motion between “hand” and “had” is characterized by the vertical position of the jaw and tongue, the perception of speech sounds is altered by speech-like patterns of skin stretch in a manner that reflects the way in which auditory and somatosensory effects are linked in speech production. Somatosensory inputs affect the neural processing of speech sounds and show the involvement of the somatosensory system in the perceptual processing of speech.

A reverse effect is also true in that speech sounds can alter the perception of facial somatosensory inputs associated with skin deformation (Ito and Ostry 2012). Ito and Ostry investigated whether speech influences the perception of amplitude between two sequential facial skin deformations that would normally accompany speech production. The skin stretch was applied at the lateral to the oral angle in upward direction. The auditory stimuli “hand” or “had” were timed to coincide with the skin stretch. The main manipulation was the order in which the speech sounds were presented for the two sequential stretches. In one condition, the word “hand” was presented with the first skin stretch, and the word “had” was presented with the second skin stretch. In the other condition, the opposite order was used. Somatosensory judgment was that the force with the skin stretched during the sound “had” was greater even though the actual force was the same for both speech stimuli. Moreover, somatosensory judgments were not affected when the skin deformation was delivered to the forearm or palm or when the facial skin deformation accompanied non-speech sounds. This suggests that the modulation of orofacial somatosensory processing by auditory inputs is specific to speech and likewise to facial skin deformation. The perceptual modulation in conjunction with speech sounds shows that speech sounds specifically affect neural processing in the facial somatosensory system and suggest the involvement of the somatosensory system in both the production and perceptual processing of speech.

This might be also examined in the interaction between speech perception and overt speech production although somatosensory and motor function are equally involved in the case of actual speech production. Similar to the McGurk effect in which incongruent visual stimulation modifies the perception of a speech sound, our own motion itself can affect the perception of speech sounds (Sams, Möttönen, and Silvonen 2005). In this study, while listening to one series of sounds (e.g., “pa”), the speaking motion associated with an incongruent sound (e.g., “ka”) was produced silently. The presented sound was mostly perceived as a third sound (“ka”) or the articulated sound (e.g., “ka”). Although the amplitude of the effect induced by silent speaking is smaller than that produced through visual feedback, the sensorimotor process in speech production clearly interacts with the perception of speech sounds. On the opposite effect, somatosensory during speech motion is also changed as a consequence of altered auditory feedback. When the spoken voice was amplified by external manipulation during a sustained voiced sound, /u/, participants reported a throbbing sensation on the lip and laryngeal regions (Champoux, Shiller, and Zatorre 2011).

Apart from the kinesthetic role of orofacial cutaneous afferents, the tactile sense from the other body part also contributes to the perception of speech sounds by detecting information movement associated with speaking. Tadoma method has been developed for deaf-blind individuals as a tactile communication method (see Reed et al. 1985 for review). In Tadoma, a hand is placed on the talker’s face in order to monitor actions associated with speech production. Performance is roughly equivalent to that of normal listening in noise. In addition, perceptual modulation like the McGurk effect can be observed if the information detected by the hands is incongruent with that which is detected by audition (Fowler and Dekle 1991).

A passive tactile sense might aid in perceiving speech sounds in daily-life situations. For example, some speech sounds like /p/ or /b/ produce tiny bursts of aspiration. Gick and Derrick (2009) showed that when listeners feel a puff of air, delivered to the hand or neck while hearing either aspirated (/pa/ and /ta/) or unaspirated sounds (/ba/ and /da/), syllables heard simultaneously with air puffs were more likely to be heard as aspirated than as unaspirated sounds.
The contribution of tactile sensation in speech perception is used in hearing aid devices. As might be expected given the success of the Tadoma method, tactile sensations delivered to the fingers improve the performance of speech perception in normal and hearing-impaired individuals (Auer, Bernstein, and Coulter 1998; Cowan et al. 1990). Accordingly, there are devices designed for the hand. These devices provide speech information such as formsants and amplitude using either or both electro-tactile stimulation or vibro-tactile stimulation in conjunction with auditory information. Attempts have also been made to support speech perception via tactile devices alone (Galvin et al. 1999).

12.7 Conclusions

This chapter described the kinesthetic role of cutaneous afferents in orofacial motion and speech processing. Although the neural mechanisms and functions are not yet fully understood, the importance of facial cutaneous afferents in speech motor control and learning is clear because we accurately detect orofacial movements in spite of a lack of muscle proprioceptors in most perinasal muscles. Specifically, orofacial cutaneous mechanoreceptors show a particular discharge pattern in response to facial motion, including motions involved in speaking. Accordingly, stretching the skin is an effective tool for investigating somatosensory function in speech processing. Studies using somatosensory modulation associated with facial skin deformation demonstrate the kinesthetic role of cutaneous afferents in speech motor control and learning. In particular, cutaneous mechanoreceptors are narrowly tuned at the skin lateral to the oral angles. In addition to their role in speech production, cutaneous afferents associated with articulatory motion also affect the perception of speech sounds. Speech sounds may possibly serve to tune the motor system, including kinesthetic processing, during language acquisition and vice versa.
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13 Auditory Feedback
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Auditory feedback has a unique role in speech production. As compared with somatosensory perception (tactile, proprioceptive), audition is the sensory modality by which we perceive not only our own speech, but also the speech of others. Thus, by extension, auditory feedback tells us most directly whether others are likely to perceive our own productions as what we intended them to convey. It is not surprising, therefore, that speakers monitor their sound output and that this auditory feedback exerts a powerful influence on their speech. However, it is only recently, through advances in digital signal processing (DSP) technology, computational modeling, and functional neuroimaging methods that we have begun to understand how auditory feedback influences speech production.

13.1 Introduction

Audition is certainly important for learning to speak, since it is almost impossibly difficult for deaf children to learn to speak (Levitt et al. 1980; Oller and Eilers 1988; Ross and Giora 1978; Smith 1975). However, after the basic speech motor control skill has been learned, the role of audition in speaking becomes less clear. In the absence of auditory feedback, speaking is only selectively disrupted. In postlingually deafened speakers, the control of pitch and loudness degrades rapidly after hearing loss, yet their speech will remain intelligible for decades (Cowie and Douglas-Cowie 1992; Lane et al. 1997). This deafness condition can also be simulated in normal hearing speakers: if masking noise is made loud enough (an extreme example of the Lombard effect) it will block a speaker’s ability to hear himself. Yet speakers can produce intelligible (albeit loud) speech under these conditions (Lane and Tranell 1971; Lombard 1911). But this does not mean auditory feedback is not used after speaking is learned. At the highest levels of language production, speakers clearly monitor the words and phonemes they are saying, as